The Physician Practice Compliance Program Builder makes creating your own compliance program simple and quick—essential now that the Federal health reform law will soon require providers to establish a compliance program to detect, prevent and correct improper or illegal behavior. This all-in-one, turn-key solution gives you everything needed to begin building your compliance plan right away—the applicable rules and requirements, a step-by-step manual and all the necessary documentation. The Physician Practice Compliance Program Builder includes:

- 10 complete chapters full of actionable information, examples, scenarios and step-by-step guidance.
- An annual practice review and evaluation to help you spot compliance gaps and keep your plan up to date.
- A complete catalog of customizable forms, tools and executable documents for implementing your plan.

Without a compliance program in place, your practice is at risk! The penalties for committing fraud and abuse of federal health care programs can include hefty fines, exclusion from Medicare—even jail time. Have confidence in your plan, knowing you’re getting the very best compliance guidance available with the Physician Practice Compliance Program Builder, developed and written by experts in physician practice compliance. You will:

- Learn more about the OIG and how it defines compliance
- Understand the legal and financial risks associated with non-compliance
- Discover the 7 required elements of an effective compliance program
- Know how to build your program
- Find out how to create and implement written standards of conduct, policies and procedures
- Create and implement compliance education around staff needs
- Develop methods for submitting, reporting and logging employee complaints
- Learn how to audit your claims for billing and coding errors
- Discover effective methods to monitor subcontractor compliance
- Mitigate risk with protocols for prompt reporting and voluntary self-reporting

**Additional Books and Resources:***

- *Photographic Guide to the Butterflies of Britain and Europe*
- *PHStat2 CD*
- *Photo London*
- *Physics Exercises: Questions and Answers*
- *Physical Education - Primary Source Edition*
- *Physiotherapie Und Prothetik Nach Amputation Der Unteren Extremitat*